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Great Recession of 2008

• State Appropriation declines significantly
• Meanwhile enrollments continued to increase
• Significant increases in tuition to offset large decline in appropriations
• Faculty and staff reductions
• Administrative restructuring

Significant changes to WSU over the past decade including

• Total revenue has increased by 37 percent
• Expenditures have increased even more, by 43 percent
• State “bought down” two years of tuition increases
• Enrollment has increased by 30 percent, but net tuition revenue has grown at a much slower pace
• Research and development expenditures have increased by 28 percent

During this period of significant change, a comprehensive and strategic budget planning 
and allocation process was contemplated, but not implemented

First a little history…



Deficit Spending Results in a 56 percent Decline in Operating Reserves in 4 Years

Where Are We Today?
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University reserves declined by $48.9 million in one fiscal year, due to internal loan write 
offs and spending in excess of revenues

An executive decision was made in FY2013 to forgive or “write off” $26.7M in internal university loans for a variety of 
different projects including:

• Golf Course & Clubhouse - $10.1M (project initiated during President Rawlins tenure and fundraising goals were not met)
• Deficit coverage for WSU Athletics when new AD was hired - $3.8M
• Additional accumulated deficits for WSU Athletics - $4.5M
• Spokane Real Estate purchase - $5.3M
• Relocation costs for Veterinary Medicine - $1.8M
• Loan for Parking Renovations - $1.2M

Additionally, the following amounts were expended without an identified funding source, resulting in spending in excess of 
budgeted revenues by $22.2M:

• FY14 WSU Athletics annual deficit - $13.3M
• Overspending Financial Aid funds - $2.7M
• ESF Medical School consultants - $1.7M
• WSU Everett IT purchases - $1.2M
• All other areas - $3.3M

In total, $48.9 million of loans and expenditures were covered by University reserves since no funding 
sources were provided for these activities.

How Did We Get Here?
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Deficit spending has continued through the most recent fiscal year resulting in 
further depletion of reserves and creating serious financial instability

• Multiyear spending in excess of revenues and operating budget by some colleges, campuses 
and areas

• Large investment in facilities with insufficient new revenues for debt service and maintenance
• Medical school start up without new operating revenues
• 5 percent Grand Challenge budget reallocation
• Lack of cohesive budget and financial planning policies and processes

Revenue Enhancement programs are not consistently evaluated for ROI
• Inconsistent arrangements for allocating new revenues and incentivizing new revenue 

generating programs

Resulted in:
• Significant decline in reserves, both central and some areas
• Deficits in reserves require subsidization from central and areas with positive balances
• Approximately two months of operating reserves, extremely low.

How Did We Get Here?



Different than the Recession

• State of Washington has increased state funding since the recession, 
but not aligned with enrollment increases
• Most funds are designated for specific purposes

• Increased hiring and personnel costs to recover from the recession 
without a commensurate increase in state funding other revenues

• Many positions and programs funded from one time funding and\or 
reserves that are steadily declining

• Net tuition revenues are flat despite increasing enrollments

• Significant investments in new facilities without new revenues, 
bonding and maintenance



What is Your Budget Model?



What is WSU’s Model?

• Centralized?

• Incremental?
– Same as last year +/-
– How is new funding allocated?
– How are new obligations or emergencies funded?

• Residual?
– Revenues from a variety of sources
– Outflows are diverted for a variety of purposes
– Based on “special deals” negotiated on a case-by 

case-basis
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Appears to be mostly an "incremental budgeting” in that areas 
generally received their previous year’s allocation and any “plus 
ups” provided by the legislature or president

–Decrements were usually assigned across-the-board (ATB)
–New initiatives also funded from ATB reallocations
–Could be described as “residual budgeting” where revenues come 

into the university from a variety of sources (e.g., tuition, grants and 
contracts, service fees)

–Outflows are diverted from these revenue streams for various 
purposes, with any residual hitting the central budget
• Many based on formulas or “special deals” negotiated on a case-by-case 

basis
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WSU’s Budget Process Could be described as:



Budget allocations were largely made piecemeal through the fiscal year, 
mostly in the form of additional expenditures or programmatic 
decisions that resulted in future allocations (e.g., Student Information 
System, School of Global Animal Health, and ESF College of Medicine)

– Academic Affairs Program Prioritization (A2P2) process was an attempt to 
establish academic priorities and reallocate revenues and expenditures 
accordingly

– Professional programs, tuition comes to the university, 89 percent is 
allocated to the academic college, and the residual 11 percent hits the 
central budget

– Research grants comes into the university, direct expenses are diverted to 
the academic units, a portion of F&A is allocated to the department and 
college, a fraction is peeled off to unit such as the Office of Research and 
Libraries, and the balance (remaining F&A) hits the central budget
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Last Decade or so



Has resulted in

• Drawdown of reserves and a lack of central funding to support 
strategic initiatives and address basic overhead costs

• Not enough money hitting the central budget to cover the increasing 
demands for funding to cover increasing administrative and overhead 
costs paid out of the central budget

• Additional stress has been placed on the central budget due to large 
investment in strategic initiatives (e.g., ESFCOM, the Spark, WSU-
Everett)

• Inability to fund emergencies and unplanned large expenditures (e.g., 
Felicia, Moore vs HCA)

• Continual permanent budget reductions on the colleges and areas to 
cover financial commitments that would be addressed at the university-
level in a well-functioning fiscal enterprise (e.g., salary programs, 5% 
reallocation program)
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Has resulted in

• Insufficient investment in the academic enterprise

• Reduction in permanent faculty which is the primary resource for 
generating revenues for both new programs and sustaining current 
programs.

• Colleges unable to invest in faculty and complementary resources to 
increase research output.

In addition, the lack of reliable data makes it difficult to quantify 
impacts. Yet recent analyses point to a reduction in tenured faculty and 
increases in non-tenured faculty and administrative staff. There is an 
indication of a much greater investment in non-academic endeavors that 
should be considered as we develop a new budget model
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For Example:

Schematic representation of the budget model for the academic 
enterprise of the university and captures the essence of 
“residual budgeting”  

• Eight major revenue streams generated by academic colleges:
– undergraduate tuition
– F&A
– graduate tuition
– professional programs
– service center revenues
– INTO
– online education (Global Campus)
– Gifts

Amounts “peeled off” from the revenue stream are shown as 
leaving the revenue stream, and the balance hits the central 
budget. These revenue streams account for over two-thirds of 
the total revenue generated by the university.  
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Ways to Increase Net Revenue for Central Reserves

• Increase the flow of dollars entering the pipeline

• Reduce the outflows from the pipeline

Transition challenges are difficult:

• Increasing the net tuition revenue for the central budget can be 
achieved by reducing waivers, however this can have a negative 
impact on overall enrollments.

• Decreasing amounts distributed to colleges via EBB. However, 
these funds have been used to cover instructional costs needed 
for increased enrollment.

• New incentives for online activities could inadvertently redirect 
resources from on-campus instruction with negative financial and 
mission impacts.
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Takeaways and Next Steps 

• Continued spending in excess of annual revenues has driven 
operating cash and investment balances to a dangerously low level; 
it is unsustainable

• Recovery actions are critical to restoring financial health

• Continue to reduce spending and improve run rates

• Build a strong central reserve

• Set strategic priorities and start the implementation of a 
strategic budget and financial planning process while we are in 
recovery
– Align budget allocation and spending decisions to meet these priorities
– Incentivize and invest in programs that generate revenue to help fund 

these priorities
– Realign less productive or strategic programs and reallocate resources
– Implement or change policies and processes that negatively impact 

revenue generation and budget reallocation
16



Tuition and Waivers

Growth in enrollment and net tuition revenues are impacted by:

• Continued increase in tuition waivers resulting in a very high 
discounting rate

• 15 percent reduction in tuition from the State legislature resulting in 
reduced tuition revenues since state subsidy did not offset the 
amount due to the base calculation.

• Demand has increased for high cost programs

Recommend that we increase fundraising for central scholarships and 
better utilize  existing scholarships to reduce waivers and:

• Modify waiver policies

• Increase nonresident UG students, resident new freshman and 
transfers

• Employ differential tuition
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Other Recommendations

• Increase the average F&A rate from research grants and reallocate 
the utilization to strictly cover research infrastructure and 
administration.

• Revisit the percentage of tuition and “special deals” for professional 
programs and  and develop a uniform structure based on services 
provided to the program. This structure should allow for differential 
rates and return funds to the University, not just depts.

• Increase enrollment growth fro INTO, particularly for programs and 
campuses with capacity

• Establish more holistic policies for Global Campus to provide 
appropriate incentives, expand online offerings and generate 
additional revenues (but not at expense of on-campus offerings

• Improve distribution of online learning opportunities across 
campuses, specify faculty incentives.
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Other Recommendations

• Revise the distribution model for employee benefits to incentivize units 
to reduce benefit costs and eliminate the deficit in the central benefits 
pool

• Discontinue the practice of allocating revenue streams for unrelated 
purposes which lead to misguided incentives. For example late fees and 
application fees.

• Revise PBL definitions that imply that positions be on “permanent” 
budget since PBL is no longer guaranteed as permanent and the 
University is reliant on other revenue sources for permanent operation.

• Focus budget process on academic priorities, not just administrative 
fixed costs.

• Develop a model that funds tenure track faculty based on enrollment 
increases, new academic programs and contributions from other 
campuses.

• Stop taxing the academic units for one time and permanent reductions
19



Fiscal recovery and budget model

Develop a budget strategy and methodology that accommodates 
planned growth and provides funding for strategic initiatives to 
include:

Increasing revenues

Improving efficiencies to accommodate growth without a 
commensurate increase in expenditures.

Identify incentives to stimulate and reward revenue growth, 
but that also provides regular funding for central reserves.

Develop a process to vet new program approvals by requiring 
detailed analyses, metrics and process for revision or 
elimination of programs that are not meeting intended goals.

Develop a process to both fund a central reserve and approve 
how strategic initiatives will be funded from this reserve. 
Ensure that the reserve is sufficient to cover unplanned 
expenditures and emergencies

Establish goals for faculty hiring and tenure commensurate to 
the academic and research goals.



Get Started on a Strategic Budget Process!

• Set up organizational structure to lead the process

• Use the data and progress from the FY2018 expenditure 
reductions and goals for FY2019 to launch a strategic 
budgeting process
– identify key policies and processes for discussion and revision in the 

following areas and others
– Spending, reserves and carryforwards
– Revenue enhancements and investment strategies
– Tuition waivers and discounting 
– F&A allocations
– Enrollment Based Budgeting

• Budget reallocation strategies to fund the Drive to 25
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Budget Model Overview
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• Centralized
• Incremental
• Zero-based (actually not so 

common)
• Responsibility Centered 

Management (RCM)
• Performance or Outcomes Based

Common Higher Ed Budget Models



Centralized and Incremental Going Strong



Incremental Budget Model CHALLENGES

• Revenues are managed centrally while the activities that 
generate revenues are primarily managed in the Colleges

• Leaders compete for a finite amount of incremental 
resources to increase budgets within their area, if 
incremental resources are available in a given year

• Budget is focused on controlling expenses 
• Inconsistent negotiated agreements have been implemented 
to try and address limitations which may be creating 
unintended incentives

• Units historically-based “permanent” budget rolls forward 
each year with limited adjustments (compensation increases, 
benefits)

• Strategic re-allocations are difficult and the focus is on 
annual, short-term decisions rather than on long-term plans



Responsibility centered management (RCM)

From Hannover Research Group

• Delegates operational authority to schools, divisions, and 
other units within an institution, allowing them to prioritize 
their academic missions

• Each unit receives all of its own revenues and income, 
including the tuition of its enrolled students

• Each unit is also assigned a portion of government support 
(where applicable)

• Units are also responsible for their own expenses, as well as 
for a portion of expenses incurred by the university’s general 
operations



Moving Away from RCM



Performance/Outcomes or Activity Based

•Awards funds based on a number of defined 
outcomes standards. 

•Awards financial resources to institutional activities 
that see the greatest return (in the form of increased 
revenues) for the institution. 

•Can use a variety of methods to deal with indirect 
costs

From Hannover Research Group
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Why Change the budget model?

External factors
 Instructional budgets shifted from a state-funded model to a student-funded model

 Increases in state support per student is not keeping up with inflationary increases

 Limited ability to increase tuition

 Flat enrollments, increased competition for students, particularly non-residents, as 
well as concurrent enrollment, necessitates an emphasis on enrollment management  

Internal challenges
 Historical budget allocations are not clearly rationalized

 Strategic reallocations are difficult to identify and evaluate

 Size and complexity of the organization and the budget has grown making it more 
difficult to manage centrally

 Financial planning and academic planning are out of alignment providing incomplete 
information for decision makers



Why Change the Budget Model?



Integrated Planning of Enrollment and Budget (IPEB) is a model that allows units to 
experience the impact of well-considered strategic planning and good financial decision 
making. IPEB rewards achievement of specific strategic initiatives.

Strategic Enrollment Management plans are the building blocks of the budget. Anticipates 
enrollment changes related to student success, retention and demand. Units identify resources 
needed for growth supported by data.

Impacts on other units matter and are assessed.

Subsequent year’s expenditure budgets need to take into account multiple factors, but 
primarily based on performance. Consideration given to impact on student success, quality of 
curriculum, support of unfunded research and ability for future revenue generation.

Supporting units are expected to continue to find efficiencies and reduce costs.

No funds are “swept.”

All for one or one for all meaning that there are subventions (subsidies) built into the model and 
units support one another. High growth in some areas can mitigate losses to supporting colleges.

Portland State University
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Movement Toward Hybrid Budget Models





Important Budget Model Design Decisions





Guiding Principles
The Budget Model Should:

Promote aspirational goals and a shared purpose

Deliver transparency, clarity and predictability

Provide incentives that promote excellence, academic quality and 
financial sustainability throughout the university

Encourage innovation and entrepreneurship by assuring direct 
benefits to units willing to engage in responsible risk taking

Foster interdisciplinary scholarly and teaching activity

Provide sufficient resources to support University-wide strategic 
initiatives

Allow for informed and forward looking decision-making

Promote efficient and effective services



Preserving Mission and Institutional Strategic Goals 
Decision Points

EAB



Revenue and Cost Allocation Decision Points







Hold State Funds Centrally



Strategic Reserve Fund
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